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Watch Philip introduce smarter customer interactions 

Welcome

So how can the enterprises you talk to every day become more  
customer-centric?

For us, it all starts with smarter customer interactions. This means 
prioritising the end customer over internal processes and focusing  
resources on the new frontline of the brand – customer service.

With the intelligent use of technology, your enterprise customers can 
empower staff to deal with ever-more complex calls and see the benefits  
of improved service across the board.

2014

GLOBAL CONTACT CENTER AND OFFICE HEADSET 
MARKET SHARE LEADERSHIP AWARD

Frost & Sullivan presents Plantronics with 
Global Market Share Leadership Award.  
Company recognised for displaying strength 
and leadership in the contact centre and office 
headset category  
Read the press release 

As service expectations continue to rise, enterprises  
need to adapt to become more customer-centric.  
There is a sound business benefit in doing so.

Research shows that around two thirds of end customers 
claim to have switched provider within a year after 
receiving poor service.

Philip Vanhoutte  
Sr VP & MD at Plantronics Europe & Africa and 
co-author of The Smarter Working Manifesto

http://newsroom.plantronics.com/press-release/united-kingdom/frost-sullivan-presents-plantronics-global-market-share-leadership-awar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zd9lKqtDCvo


Contact centres  
have evolved

Why companies should put their 
money where their mouth is. 
Read more about how the contact centre is 
changing and how organisations can build 
the business case for investment in people, 
places and technology.  
Download the whitepaper 

  

Why companies  
must put their  
money where  
their mouth is

Customer service: 

In 2014 and beyond, customer service leaders 
will continue to work on simplifying the agent 
workspace. This includes removing extraneous  
data elements from agent screens, automating 
tasks to increase agent productivity, and making 
relevant information to help personalise the 
interaction easily accessible to agents.

Forrester, 2014

“

”

They are no longer the desk-bound, siloed departments they  
once were. They are now the frontline of brand reputation for  
the entire organisation. 

As customers turn to digital media and their omni-channel 
experiences raise expectations of service levels, contact centres  
have had to alter their approach. 

But with easy queries going to social media and self-service, 
contact centres need to be able to deliver smarter customer 
interactions on the more complex calls that reach their associates.

 
THE RESULT IS A RENEWED FOCUS ON:

   
supporting higher-value employees on longer,  
more demanding calls

 
optimising the workplace environment and offering  
flexible working to improve job satisfaction

 
providing access to intelligent audio technologies  
and collating call data to create better customer interactions

This is where YOU and Plantronics can help.
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People

Spaces

Technology     
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http://www.replyonline.co.uk/Plantronics/Downloads/EN_ContactCentre_White_Paper.pdf


Meet the family!
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Plantronics EncorePro and SupraPlus headsets  
have long been our most popular designs for all-day 
comfort, reliability and audio quality. With increasing 
demands placed on associates it was time to upgrade 
the technology that makes Plantronics headsets 
leaders in the field.

As part of this process it made sense to build on  
this proven name and bring our over-the-head, 
over-the-ear and convertible headsets under a single, 
simpler product family:

THE ALL-NEW ENCOREPRO FAMILY.

Plantronics headsets 
are evolving to meet 
these new demands. ”

“
 HW510  HW520  HW530  HW540  HW700

HOME CONTENTS PREVIOUS NEXT
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So what’s different... 
10 years in the making
A decade of continuous improvements in headset  
design have culminated in the all-new EncorePro range:

• Aircraft-grade, anodized aluminium used within  
metal joints for greater durability

• Tactile and visual guidance so the user can feel and 
hear ratchet clicks when the boom is moved into the 
proper range for optimum mic positioning

• Foam ear cushions offer consistent audio quality,  
while addressing user preferences for all-day calling

• Vibration traps and noise-cancelling microphone help  
raise the standard of customer conversations

• Metal used as structural part of key joint, not just  
used cosmetically

• Unibody flexible boom raises reliability levels even further

• Laser-welded construction creates more robust joints between 
the earpieces and the headband for maximum robustness

• QuickDisconnect allows users to easily move away  
from their workspaces without removing their headsets

04

See how our new generation of designers have merged 
science with art to achieve the ultimate new breed of headset.

Discover more.
Download the EncorePro infographic  »

http://www.replyonline.co.uk/Plantronics/Downloads/EncorePro_10_Year_Infographic_EN.PDF
http://www.replyonline.co.uk/Plantronics/Downloads/EncorePro_ID_Teaser_Video.mov


Why sell the EncorePro range?
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Your customers need the technology, advice and support 
to deliver truly smarter customer interactions. With 
Plantronics you can help them achieve their goal and 
increase your revenue streams at the same time. 

Whether you are introducing the benefits of EncorePro 
headsets for the first time or supporting the upgrade  
of an existing installed base of SupraPlus headsets,  
now is the time to start a new conversation with  
your customers. 

This new headset will truly open up  
new revenue streams for you. Tell  
your customers today about this  
new headset range  

HOME CONTENTS PREVIOUS NEXT
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CUSTOMER INTERACTION CHALLENGE

WHAT DRIVES 
SMARTER 
CUSTOMER 
INTERACTIONS

PRODUCTS

EncorePro 700 EncorePro 510/520 EncorePro 530 EncorePro 540

“We need to manage the  
critical nature of calls”

Remove  
background noise

• Best in class noise-
cancelling technology

• Exclusive extending 
microphone boom

•  Superior noise-cancelling 
microphone for 
outstanding audio clarity

• Precise visual and tactile 
feedback ensuring 
optimum microphone 
placement

• Superior noise-cancelling 
microphone for 
outstanding audio clarity 

• Precise visual feedback 
ensuring optimum 
microphone placement 

•  Superior noise-cancelling 
microphone for 
outstanding audio clarity 

• Precise visual feedback 
ensuring optimum 
microphone placement

Hear information 
clearly

•  Premium Wideband Audio 

• Tuned frequency response 
to enhance intelligibility

•   Premium Wideband Audio 

• Tuned frequency response 
to enhance intelligibility

•  Premium Wideband Audio 

• Tuned frequency response 
to enhance intelligibility

•  Premium Wideband Audio 

• Tuned frequency response 
to enhance intelligibility

“We need to attract and  
retain talent”

Remove audio risks •  SoundGuard technology •  SoundGuard technology •  SoundGuard technology •  SoundGuard technology

Automate  
simple tasks

• CI ready headsets help 
automate routine tasks 
such as locking the screen, 
and logging out of call 
queues

•  CI ready headsets help 
automate routine tasks 
such as locking the screen

• CI ready headsets help 
automate routine tasks 
such as locking the screen

• CI ready headsets help 
automate routine tasks 
such as locking the screen

“We need to manage the 
increasing complexity of calls”

Collaborate across  
the organisation

•  QuickDisconnect allows 
users to easily move away 
from their workspaces 
without removing their 
headsets

•  QuickDisconnect allows 
users to easily move away 
from their workspaces 
without removing their 
headsets

• QuickDisconnect allows 
users to easily move away 
from their workspaces 
without removing their 
headsets

• QuickDisconnect allows 
users to easily move away 
from their workspaces 
without removing their 
headsets

  

The new Smarter Customer Interactions challenges: 
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CUSTOMER INTERACTION CHALLENGE

WHAT DRIVES 
SMARTER 
CUSTOMER 
INTERACTIONS

PRODUCTS

EncorePro 700 EncorePro 510/520 EncorePro 530 EncorePro 540

“We need to create a better 
customer experience”

Deliver consistent 
experience

•  Exclusive extending 
microphone boom to 
ensure best audio quality 
for all customers

• Seven degrees of 
adjustability so no 
compromise between 
comfort and correct 
position of microphone

•  Precise visual and tactile 
feedback on microphone 
boom placement to ensure 
best audio quality for all 
customers

• Six degrees of adjustability 
so no compromise 
between comfort and 
correct position of 
microphone

•   Precise visual feedback 
on microphone boom 
placement to ensure  
best audio quality for  
all phones calls

•   Precise visual feedback 
on microphone boom 
placement to ensure  
best audio quality for  
all phones calls

“We need to reduce costs, 
increase value”

Increased 
reliability for long-
term cost savings

• Re-inforced, lightweight 
headband provides 
strength  
and durability

• Proprietary materials 
and polymer to improve 
durability to provide 
resistant to tearing and 
scratches 

• Cable withstands flex life of 
200,000 cycles

•  Laser welding construction 
utilising aircraft- grade 
aluminium

• Proprietary materials 
and polymer to improve 
durability to provide 
resistant to tearing and 
scratches 

• Cable withstands flex life of 
200,000 cycles

• Proprietary materials 
and polymer to improve 
durability to provide 
resistant to tearing and 
scratches 

• Cable withstands flex life  
of 200,000 cycles

• Proprietary materials 
and polymer to improve 
durability to provide 
resistant to tearing and 
scratches 

• Cable withstands flex life  
of 200,000 cycles

“We need to manage  
the increasing  
complexity of calls”

End user headline
•  Expect more,  

deliver more
•  Leave a lasting impression •  A weight off 

your mind
• Switch your style

End user tagline

• Go above and beyond with 
the ultimate all-day headset

• EncorePro – ultimate audio 
performance

•  Great customer interactions 
start with a great headset, 
introducing the EncorePro

• Introducing the lightest 
ever EncorePro

• Introducing the  
ultra-convertible 
EncorePro 540
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The new Smarter Customer Interactions challenges: 
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What’s the Contextual Intelligence angle?
If your customers have already made –  
or are thinking of making – an investment in 
softphones, Contextual Intelligence provides 
the perfect opportunity to sell in Plantronics 
audio processors/systems or a bundle of audio 
processors/systems with the all-new EncorePro 
range of headsets.

Start by discovering how your customers  
could take advantage of Contextual  
Intelligence in their work environment  
and offer them a solution that best suits  
their business priorities.

08

Hear from the CEO, Florian Tieffenbrunner  
at Plantronics partner NTW about how 
Contextual Intelligence has helped them  
enhance their offer.

http://www.replyonline.co.uk/Plantronics/Downloads/Florian_Tiffenbrunner_NTW_How_CI_has_enhanced_their_offering.mp4
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It’s likely that...

For more scenarios and our full Q & A section.
Click here  

...the new design of EncorePro family  
will raise a few questions. For example,

It doesn’t look the same..?

Watch the video 

HOME CONTENTS PREVIOUS NEXT

http://www.replyonline.co.uk/Plantronics/Downloads/Q&A_Richard-Plantronics.mp4
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Introducing the range
EncorePro

10HOME CONTENTS PREVIOUS NEXT
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EncorePro range                HW510 & 520   HW530  HW540              HW710 & 720               DA Series
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Our most popular over-the-head headset just got better – featuring tactile 
feedback on mic positioning for quality customer interactions plus luxuriously 
soft ear cushions and aircraft-grade materials for all-day comfort and reliability.

IMPROVED FEATURES:

• Brand new, stylish, and ergonomic design

• Laser welding and aircraft-grade aluminium for greater reliability

• Precise visual and tactile feedback on mic positioning 

• Next-generation noise-cancelling boom

• Soft, luxurious ear cushions for all-day comfort

• Wideband audio with SoundGuard technology 

• Quick Disconnect feature that provides walkaway convenience

• Backed by industry-leading Plantronics global service and support

CONNECTS TO:

PC or desk phone with Plantronics audio processors

IDEAL FOR:

An ideal choice for intensive telephone users within 
formal and informal contact centres.

Download the product sheet  View the product tour  

EncorePro 510 & 520 
Leaving a lasting impression.

EncorePro 520 

EncorePro 510 

EncorePro 510/520  
voice-tube 

Industry leading reliability:
Tested to the same exacting 
reliability standards as 
SupraPlus

Superior audio quality:
6dB increase in speaker 
loudness (compared to  
SupraPlus) for improved  
audio intelligibility

All day wearing comfort:
Up to 22% lighter than 
SupraPlus

https://www.plantro.net/EncorePro510-520
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EncorePro range                HW510 & 520   HW530  HW540              HW710 & 720               DA Series
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EncorePro 530 
A weight off your mind.
Our most popular corded headsets are now lighter than ever. What’s more, 
they come with some great new features, including visual feedback on mic 
positioning to improve customer interactions and luxuriously soft ear  
cushions for all-day comfort.

EncorePro 530 

IMPROVED FEATURES:

• Lightest-in-class headsets

• Visual feedback on microphone positioning

• Soft, luxurious ear cushions for all-day comfort

• Wideband audio for higher quality calls 

• Contextual Intelligence-ready for more successful calls 

• Quick Disconnect for multiple connectivities and walkaway convenience 

CONNECTS TO:

PC or desk phone with Plantronics audio processors

IDEAL FOR:

An ideal choice for informal contact centres, or intensive 
phone users looking for a discrete headset.

Visual cues ensure optimum 
microphone placement for 
background noise-cancelling

All day wearing comfort:
two bendable earloops to 
ensure a great fit’

Download the product sheet  View the product tour  

https://www.plantro.net/EncorePro530
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EncorePro range                HW510 & 520   HW530  HW540              HW710 & 720               DA Series
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EncorePro 540 
Switch your style.
Our most popular corded headsets now come in a choice of three wearing 
styles. Visual feedback on microphone positioning helps improve customer 
interactions while lightweight design offers users all day comfort.

IMPROVED FEATURES:

• Three-way convertibility for choice of wearing styles 

• Lightest-in-class headsets

• Soft, luxurious ear cushions for all-day comfort

• Visual feedback on microphone positioning 

• Wideband audio for higher quality calls

• Contextual Intelligence-ready for smarter customer interactions

• Quick Disconnect for multiple connectivity 

CONNECTS TO:

PC or desk phone with Plantronics audio processors

IDEAL FOR:

An ideal choice for informal contact centres, or intensive phone 
users looking for a headset with a choice of wearing styles.

Over-the-head

Behind-the-ear

Behind-the-head

EncorePro 540 

Superior audio quality:  
Visual cues ensure optimum 
microphone placement for 
background noise-cancelling

Simple and easy to change 
styles: Intuitive C clip design 
provides quick and easy 
wearing style changes 
intelligibility

Lightest weight  
convertible headset:  
16% lighter than 
comparable  
DuoPro headset

Download the product sheet  View the product tour  

https://www.plantro.net/EncorePro540
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EncorePro range                HW510 & 520   HW530  HW540              HW710 & 720               DA Series
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EncorePro 710 & 720 
Expect more. Deliver more.

EncorePro 720 

EncorePro 710 

IMPROVED FEATURES:

• Contextual Intelligence-ready for smarter customer interactions 

• Re-enforced, lightweight headband provides strength and durability

• Plush leatherette ear cushions for all-day comfort

• Wideband audio for higher quality calls 

• Seven axes of adjustability for optimum microphone positioning

• Enhanced noise-cancelling microphone

• Backed by industry-leading Plantronics global service and support 

CONNECTS TO:

PC or desk phone with Plantronics audio processors

IDEAL FOR:

An ideal choice for intensive telephone users, in roles that warrant 
premium comfort, at both formal and informal contact centres.

Go above and beyond with the ultimate all-day headset. Experience the 
ultimate in comfort, audio quality and reliability with our top-of-the-range 
EncorePro headset – featuring seven axes for easy adjustability plus an 
exclusive extendible mic boom and three-year warranty.

Superior audio quality:  
The only headset on the 
market with an extendible 
noise-cancelling boom  
for enhanced noise  
cancelling performance

Three year warranty:
Enhanced warranty to  
for maximum customer  
confidence

The only headset on  
the market with 7-axis  
of adjustability for  
maximum comfort

Download the product sheet  View the product tour  

https://www.plantro.net/EncorePro700Series
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EncorePro range                HW510 & 520   HW530  HW540              HW710 & 720               DA Series
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DA Series 
Enhance the experience.

IMPROVED FEATURES:

• Supports full adoption of CI for smarter customer interactions 

• Quick Disconnect feature that provides walkaway convenience

• Maximum ROI from softphone investment

• Noise@Work compliance built in 

• Reduces manual effort with automated functionality

• Enhanced audio for higher quality calls

• Software applications for management reporting

• Backed by industry leading Plantronics global service and support

CONNECTS TO:

PC or desk phone with Plantronics audio processors

IDEAL FOR:

Customers who want to maximise their softphone experience

Turn every call into a smarter customer interaction with exclusive Contextual 
Intelligence on Plantronics DA Series audio processors – our new range of 
easy-to-operate USB audio enhancers for your PC softphone.

DA90

SmartLock. 
Automatically  
lock PC screen to  
protect sensitive data 

Superior audio quality. 
Frequency response 
enhanced by DSP to 
improve intelligibility

Protection. Advanced 
Acoustic Limiting to 
remove sudden loud 
sounds Download the product sheet  View the product tour  

https://www.plantro.net/EncoreProDASeries
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At a glance headset overview
Feature HW700 HW510/520 HW530 HW540

Wearing style

Monaural option ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Binaural option ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘

Convertible wearing styles ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔

Microphone

Noise-cancelling option ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Voice-tube option ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘

Visual cues for microphone positioning ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔

Tactile cues for microphone positioning ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘

Wideband audio ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Extending microphone boom ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘

Receiver

Foam ear cushion fitted ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔

Leatherette ear cushion fitted ✔ Available as spare ✘ Available as spare

Easy snap on/off ear cushions ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘

Wideband audio ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Warranty 3 years 2 years 2 years 2 years
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At a glance DA Series overview
Feature DA70 DA80 DA90

N@W compliance ✔ ✔ ✔

Base serial number* ✔ ✔ ✔

Supervisor trainingevent* ✔ ✔ ✔

QD make break* ✔ ✔ ✔

Download Firmware Updates (DFU)* ✔ ✔ ✔

Conversation dynamics reporting* ✔ ✔ ✔

Call control* ✘ ✔ ✔

Enhanced noise-cancelling ✘ ✔ ✔

Stereo (6 pin QD – digital headset support) ✘ ✘ ✔

Headset serial number* ✘ ✘ ✔

QD Style 4 pin 4 pin 6 pin

* supported by software
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What model should I sell?
With three models available, there is a style of headset to suit all of your customers need.   
 
The HW headsets use a 4 pin QD, and can be used with all types of phones – connecting through  
a cable such as U10P, an advanced audio processor such as DM15, or a USB audio processor such  
as DA80.  The QD makes these headsets ideal for use in hot desking environments, or where the 
customer wants to walk away from the desk whilst still wearing their headset.  
 
The digital headsets use a 6 pin QD to enable advanced features through the DA90 USB audio 
processor (so they are only for use with PC based softphones). As with the HW headsets, the QD 
makes these headsets ideal for use in hot-desking environments.  
 
The hardwired USB headsets do not have a QD, and so are solely for use on PC based softphones. 
They are intended for environments where users have dedicated computers and desks.

Hardwired USB EncorePro or Blackwire?   
The new hardwired USB family from Plantronics, can initially seem to be similar to the Blackwire 
family, but they are intended for different customer uses. Hardwired USB headsets should be 
recommended to customers using headsets constantly, where their primary work is telephony.  
Blackwires should be recommended where the headset usage is less frequent, and  
includes multimedia.

18
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Microphone Type Wearing Style Connection Type Suitable DA Adapter Microsoft Certified

Standard Version (4 Pin QD)

89435-02 ENCOREPRO HW510V,EMEA Voice-Tube Over-The-Head 4 pin QD DA70/DA80 NA

89433-02 ENCOREPRO HW510,EMEA Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head 4 pin QD DA70/DA80 NA

89436-02 ENCOREPRO HW520V,EMEA   Voice-Tube Over-The-Head 4 pin QD DA70/DA80 NA

89434-02 ENCOREPRO HW520,EMEA Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head 4 pin QD DA70/DA80 NA

201500-02 ENCOREPRO HW530, EU Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Ear 4 pin QD DA70/DA80 NA

88828-02 ENCOREPRO HW540, EU Noise-Cancelling Convertible 4 pin QD DA70/DA80 NA

78712-102 ENCOREPRO HW710 EU Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head 4 pin QD DA70/DA80 NA

78714-102 ENCOREPRO HW720, EU Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head 4 pin QD DA70/DA80 NA
78714-102 ENCOREPRO HW720 EU Noise Cancelling Over The Head 4 pin QD DA70/DA80 NA

Digital Version (6 Pin QD) 

203191-02 ENCOREPRO HW510D Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head 6 pin QD DA90 NA

203192-02 ENCOREPRO HW520D Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head 6 pin QD DA90 NA

203193-02 ENCOREPRO HW530D Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Ear 6 pin QD DA90 NA

203194-02 ENCOREPRO HW540D Noise-Cancelling Convertible 6 pin aQD DA90 NA

78715-102 ENCOREPRO HW710D Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head 6 pin QD DA90 NA
78716-102 ENCOREPRO HW720D Noise Cancelling Over The Head 6 pin QD DA90 NA

Hard Wired to USB (no QD)

203442-02 ENCOREPRO HW515 Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head USB NA No

203443-02 ENCOREPRO HW515-M Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head USB NA Yes

203444-02 ENCOREPRO HW525 Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head USB NA No

203445-02 ENCOREPRO HW525-M Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head USB NA Yes

203446-02 ENCOREPRO HW535 Noise-Cancelling Over The Ear USB NA No

203447-02 ENCOREPRO HW535-M Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Ear USB NA Yes

203474-02 ENCOREPRO HW545 Noise-Cancelling Convertible USB NA No

203475-02 ENCOREPRO HW545-M Noise-Cancelling Convertible USB NA Yes

203476-02 ENCOREPRO HW715 Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head USB NA No

203477-01 ENCOREPRO HW715-M Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head USB NA Yes

203478-02 ENCOREPRO HW725 Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head USB NA No

203479-02 ENCOREPRO HW725-M Noise-Cancelling Over-The-Head USB NA No
XXXXX-XX ENCOREPRO HW725-M Noise Cancelling Over the Head USB NA Yes

Audio Processor (QD to USB)

201851-02 DA70, EU NA NA USB to 4 pin QD NA NA

201852-02 DA80, EU NA NA USB to 4 pin QD NA NA

201853-02 DA90, EU NA NA USB to 6 Pin QD NA NA

Ordering guide
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NEXT DAY REPLACEMENT*

• Replacement product in 24 hours*

• Minimum disruption to your personnel

• Delivery to business OR home address

• Full delivery tracking available online

• 24/7 access to online warranty system  
 via plantronics.com/support

 • Customer Care helplines available if you  
 prefer to speak to an agent

*Certain regions may require longer depending on logistics coverage

20

Plantronics customers benefit from more than just industry-
leading technology – they can also rely on industry-leading 
standards of service and support.

With a detailed understanding of the impact of all-day calling, 
Plantronics provides a complete range of options to help 
organisation meet the demands of smarter customer interactions.

SERVICES FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

Plantronics provides a world class, comprehensive  
two year warranty on all of its products, with the premium 
EncorePro receiving an enhanced three year warranty.  
Check out plantronics.com/warranty for full warranty details.

This warranty coverage is enhanced with the replacement 
product being sent to you as soon as your claim is made – 
meaning the replacement is with you on the next business day  
in the majority of cases.

Warranty

World-class service and support 

http://www.plantronics.com/uk/support/warranty/
http://www.plantronics.com/uk/support/warranty/
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Supporting you  
and your customers

WORLD CLASS SUPPORT

• Phone support during office hours, 5 days a week

• Available in 10 languages

• Test lab available for multiple enterprise voice  
 technologies to help solve any issues

• Email support for responses within 24 hours

• 24/7 Knowledge Base available for FAQs via  
 plantronics.com/support

Simple	  to	  use,	  online	  system	  for	  
logging	  faulty	  product,	  available	  24/7	  

Warranty	  global	  service	  applica2on	  –	  GSA	  

German	  

Italian	  

Danish	  

Rapid	  replacement	  of	  faulty	  product	  	  

Delivery	  &	  Pick	  up	  from	  home	  or	  
business	  address	  for	  EUs	  

Full	  tracking	  of	  returned	  products	  

Free	  of	  costs	  for	  the	  customer	  

AVAILABLE	  IN	   LANGUAGES	  

German	  

French	  

Spanish	  

Portuguese	  

Dutch	  

Swedish	  

Danish	  

English	  

Italian	  

24/7	  

$	  

Plantronics has the strength of a global support organisation, 
with the ability to act locally. We support your customers 
directly, to ensure they receive a consistent, high quality 
service, and you are free to focus on selling opportunities.

21

Support

Simple to use online, system 
for logging faulty product, 
available 24/7

Advance replacement  
product usually delivered  
within 24-48 hours‡

Delivery and pick up from  
home or business address  
for EUs

Full tracking of 
returned products

Free of costs for 
the customer$

24/7

http://www.plantronics.com/uk/support/warranty/
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It’s natural that your customers will have questions for 
you when you first introduce the new EncorePro family 
to them. We’ve produced an FAQ to help you answer the 
questions that are most likely to come up, to ensure you 
get a smooth sale.

FAQs  
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Answers to help  
you ensure a  
smooth sale

Why is Plantronics changing things?  
The headsets we have work really well and I don’t want the disruption.

It’s been 10 years since the SupraPlus was introduced and in that time contact centre needs have 
changed. Less of your customer interactions are voice but those that are can be more complex 
and take longer. The new EncorePro headsets have enhanced audio for greater clarity and are 
more comfortable to wear for longer periods. The benefits of these new headsets will more than 
make up for any small amount of disruption.

Why are they all called EncorePro? Won’t that be confusing?

When the current EncorePro launched, it was clearly ahead of anything else in the market for 
comfort, audio quality and reliability and its name is now associated with the best performance in 
those areas. The new headsets are also a big step up in comfort, audio quality and reliability so 
Plantronics wanted to reflect that through the name.

The headsets look nice but are they flimsy compared to the older ones?

These headsets have been ten years in the making and Plantronics has progressed significantly  
as a company since then, so the design does look dramatically different. Its design department 
has increased five-fold, incorporating experts on materials and ergonomics. Its manufacturing 
quality has increased through continuous improvement to an industry-leading level. It also designs 
all of its own proprietary materials and components. These advances mean that Plantronics has 
made a very big step forward with this product and produced a headset that is smaller, lighter and 
more reliable than previous versions.
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Will the new headsets be more expensive?

Yes, the newer headsets will have a small premium over the existing ones to reflect the increases 
in audio quality, reliability and comfort.

Will the old ones become unavailable immediately?

No, both the old and new products will continue to be available for a long period to ensure you 
have plenty of time to test the new ones, understand the benefits and make the switch on a 
timescale that suits you.

How can a headset actually help me with smarter customer interactions?

Our all-new EncorePro headsets deliver significant improvements in four areas that combine to 
create better all-day long calling:

Comfort – New ear cushions are highly breathable and soft to the touch. Plus there are up to seven 
degrees of adjustability so mics are always positioned correctly.

Audio quality – The new EncorePro is built from ground up to be wideband for high quality audio. 
We have also built in unique touch and visual feedback to ensure the mic is always in the right place 
for the noise-cancelling.

Reliability – Advances in our manufacturing techniques and the materials we use mean we can 
improve our reliability whilst producing a headset that is smaller, slimmer and lighter. For example, 
with the use of aircraft grade aluminium to strengthen a key joint.

Contextual Intelligence-ready – When you make the shift to softphones, your EncorePro will help 
you to improve customer interactions, make your associates roles easier through automation, and 
make IT’s role easier through enhanced device management.
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How do I know the new headsets will be more comfortable?

End users are spending longer on calls, so the headsets have to be more comfortable  
for all day wearing. The new EncorePro headsets feature up to seven dimensions of 
adjustability so you can always get the right combination of comfort and correctly placed 
microphone.  Plantronics has also designed new foam and leatherette ear cushions that 
are softer and more breathable to further increase comfort.

How do I know the new headsets will sound better?

The new EncorePro headsets have been built from the ground up to be wideband audio, 
and to be louder to make them sound better. The ear cushions that contribute to the 
increased comfort also contribute to the improved sound quality. To make the headset 
sound better for your customers, Plantronics has included visual and touch feedback on 
the microphone positioning so you can always be sure it is in exactly the right place for 
perfect audio quality. This, combined with the new Plantronics proprietary microphone, 
ensures you get crystal clear audio.

How do I know the new headsets will be more reliable?

Plantronics set the industry benchmark with SupraPlus. With these new products they 
wanted to improve on that. A good example of how they have done this is the inclusion of 
aircraft grade aluminium in the design – not just as decoration, but as a structural part of 
the headset to actually strengthen it.
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Now that I have softphones why do I need audio processors?

Our audio processors enable you to connect your Plantronics headset directly to a PC. 
They are small and lightweight and will enhance the audio quality of VoIP calls by 
using DSP to boost the frequencies required to make the audio stream clearer. This 
helps make calls easier to understand and reduces mistakes or the need for people 
to repeat themselves. They also provide acoustic protection against sudden, loud 
sounds and the user’s exposure to noise throughout the day – a key component of 
Noise@Work compliance.

I already have Plantronics headsets. Can’t I use them with my softphones?

The latest EncorePro headsets will help you maximise your softphone investment.  
When combined with our audio processors, you not only get better VoIP audio clarity, 
improved user comfort and additional reliability [see key points above], your users also get 
the added benefits of Contextual Intelligence. These include: automating repetitive tasks 
so callers can focus on the customer; presence technology that makes users available/
unavailable for calls depending on where they are; and ScreenLock technology to prevent 
unauthorised viewing. 


